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Market Update — March 3rd, 2023 

Plastics trading was relatively active as Feb came to a close and 
March began midweek. Good volumes of resin changed hands and 
business was well spread amongst the major Polyethylene and  
Polypropylene commodity grades. Domestic prime PE and PP railcars 
offers remained light and asking prices seemed expensive, though 
offgrade continued to flow at nice discounts, but still priced well 
above the cycle lows. Domestic demand felt a bit better, but still not 
up to our historic standards. Spot prime PE prices were mostly flat to 
a few cents higher supported by ongoing Force Majeure conditions. 
PP prices continued to climb, tacking on a couple more cents on the 
heels of still soaring monomer costs. Continued challenges in PGP 
production has limited critical monomer availability while PP  
producers ramp reactor rates back up in 2023 after reducing  
inventories sharply in the 4th quarter. The increased appetite for  
monomer has accelerated PGP gains amid the tight supplies. There 
was good spot resin demand from Mexican buyers, which was  
welcomed as South American interest dampened as competitive offers 
from Asia grabbed some attention. Although resin production began 
to pick back up starting Jan, suppliers have leveraged their steep  
inventory drawdowns to turn the tide in resin prices. Processors are 
still not excited to embrace higher levels, but they are starting to  
forget about the down and dirty deals seen during the trough. 
 
Polyethylene contracts rose $.03/lb in Jan and while producers relaxed 
their Feb price initiatives to $.03/lb, they will likely confirm flat and if 
so, another attempt will be made in Mar. Jan PP contracts rose an  
average $.08/lb as PGP jumped $.11/lb and most producers  
recognized $.03/lb in offsetting margin compression. For Feb, PP  
producers have been seeking $.06/lb in margin expansion on top of 
the $.07/lb pass-through hike in PGP costs. While contracts have not 
fully settled, the general consensus is that there will be little change in 
margin, perhaps a penny or so either way, and we expect PP producers 
to roll any outstanding margin increases into Mar. 

Polyethylene trading was more active this past week, demand was 
even almost robust, which kept upward pressure on the market. This 
resulted in flat yet firm pricing for some grades and a $.01-.03/lb rise 
for HDPE, which have been tight since late Dec due to a series of 
force majeures from three major producers.  
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Resin for Sale 15,872,660

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Homo - Inj 3,425,808              0.550$     0.720$     0.620$      0.690$     

PP Copo - Inj 3,126,648              0.590$     0.780$     0.670$      0.740$     

HDPE - Inj 2,364,140              0.540$     0.630$     0.560$      0.610$     

HDPE - Blow 1,678,668              0.600$     0.700$     0.580$      0.630$     

LDPE - Film 1,658,024              0.580$     0.670$     0.600$      0.650$     

LLDPE - Film 1,550,472              0.550$     0.630$     0.540$      0.590$     

LLDPE - Inj 881,840                 0.585$     0.695$     0.610$      0.660$     

HMWPE - Film 661,380                 0.580$     0.680$     0.600$      0.650$     

LDPE - Inj 525,680                 0.620$     0.700$     0.650$      0.700$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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HD Blow Mold gained a penny, bringing YTD spot gains to $.06/lb. 
HMW added another 3 cents this past week and spot prices are up 
$.13/lb since the start of the year, reversing its position from discount 
to premium compared to most other PE grades, which have seen a 
$.04/lb spot gain so far in 2023. Surprisingly, even with strong sales, 
HDPE were not the most traded resins across our marketplace this 
week, rather LLDPE for Film and Injection changed hands the most 
and held steady in the process. The stable to higher pricing comes as 
prime railcars were tight into month end, but remember they can be 
secured with ample lead time, while offgrade railcars were more 
available. Though reseller inventories have been thinning out,  
packaged truckloads of all prime commodity PE grades can still be 
had, supported by our market-making inventories. Exports in Feb will 
likely tally an impressive figure as producer direct sales reportedly 
flourished, even though incremental sales through resellers fell short 
of expectations as Asian demand did not return with full vigor after 
the Lunar New Year. We expect overall producers’ offerings to re-
main restrained in the coming weeks, especially with Feb price in-
creases pushed off for another attempt in March. 

Considering all of the excitement in the upstream Propylene market, 
spot Polypropylene trading was surprisingly slow. There were no 
Prime railcars offered, though they could be forecast into production 
at staggeringly high prices; offgrade railcars were intermittently  
available this week at a sizable discount to prime. Resellers have been 
working through their lower-cost packaged material and their spot 
availability has become somewhat scarce; however, all prime  
commodity PP grades remain available from our market-making  
inventories. There was only decent demand for CoPP and to a lesser 
extent HoPP this week and the ongoing tepid buying has created a 
significant lag in PP prices compared to PGP’s enormous rise so far in 
2023. Spot PP prices rose $.02/lb this week, were up a nickel in Feb 
and while this year’s $.13/lb gains seem like a large jump, they fall 
short of PGP’s contract increases which totaled $.18/lb through Feb, 
highlighting the compression in resin margins. We continue to see 
destocking downstream and many processors are still determined to 
ride out the rally, which at the moment appears that it will endure at 
least into Apr or beyond.  
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Some Polypropylene buyers even appeared unfazed by monomer’s 
$.20/lb jump this past week, bringing the spot PGP rally to nearly 
$.40/lb since Jan began. If sustained, it will translate to another huge 
contract increase which could total more than Jan/Feb combined. 

Spot monomer markets were very active, volume was good, prices 
moved in opposite directions and the prompt month officially rolled to 
March midweek. Ethylene was busy but it was PGP that really saw 
fireworks as PDH production issues persisted and participants  
scrambled to cover short positions. Feb PGP contracts settled up 
 $.07/lb to $.50/lb and March monomer contracts are already setting 
up for an even larger increase. Mar Polymer Grade Propylene entered 
the week with strong support carried over from the previous week’s 
close but initial bids were lacking Monday morning with offers posted  
higher at $.53/lb. That afternoon traders negotiated two deals for Mar 
PGP at $.5225/lb, which was up more than $.02/lb from Friday. On 
Tuesday morning Mar offers again emerged at $.5325/lb, and just like 
Monday morning no initial bids materialized. An offer then moved a 
tad lower to $.53/lb and a counter bid surfaced at $.52/lb, shortly after 
the $.53/lb offer was hit and the market was off to the races. Feb and 
March PGP went $.53/lb bid and all offers were pulled. Later that  
afternoon sellers briefly returned and a deal flipping Mar and Apr  
delivery timeframes was executed noting a $.06/lb premium for 
prompt, Apr transacted twice at $.49/lb, and Mar PGP changed  
ownership at $.5475/lb and then again at $.575/lb. Feb and Mar PGP 
next went $.58/lb bid and sellers fled completely. 
  
On Wednesday, Mar PGP moved to prompt and was bid up another 
half-cent to $.585/lb and the only offers seen were for a financially 
settled transaction at $.70/lb, no physical Mar PGP delivery offers 
were available. The fuse was lit Thursday and physical spot PGP  
rallied another nickel to $.64/lb bid, again no offers were available. 
With physical demand completely outstripping physical supply,  
participants looked towards paper trades and were able to complete 
two financial deals for Mar at $.71/lb and another paper deal  
exchanging Mar and Apr delivery PGP timeframes with a massive 
$.20/lb premium attached to prompt.  
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On Friday physical spot Mar PGP went $.70/lb bid and a physical  
offer finally presented itself $.15/lb higher at $.85/lb, financial PGP 
offers were seen a bit lower at $.80/lb with the bids locked in tandem 
at $.70/lb alongside physical PGP. By the end of the week the 
weighted spot PGP average had exploded higher and ended up more 
than $.20/lb to $.705/lb, a monumental increase of 40%. Smaller in-
creases were seen Apr through Aug and the remaining months through 
year’s end drifted lower which saw small losses and the backdated 
curve widened drastically. With the ongoing PDH unit issues a factor, 
it is too early to say whether this was a blow off top in PGP or if this 
strength can be sustained for a longer period of time, but this is setting 
the stage for an immense March contract increase if the latter proves to 
be correct.  

Ethylene wasted no time Monday morning and only minutes after the 
opening bell rang, a deal for Mar Ethylene was executed using future 
pricing, later that afternoon spot Ethylene changed ownership at 
$.22625/lb. On Tuesday, a couple of deals came together for Mar  
Ethylene at $.225/lb, and a third transaction for Mar was completed at 
$.22/lb. Over in Louisiana, traders finalized Mar Ethylene at $.1825/lb. On Wednesday, spot rolled over to March and two transactions in TX were  
completed for prompt delivery at $.2175/lb. Back in LA on Thursday, spot Mar Ethylene sold at $.1825/lb. A couple more completions for TX delivery 
were noted on Friday afternoon, spot Ethylene was dealt at $.21625/lb and then at $.2175/lb before the market came to rest. Spot Mar Ethylene saw a 
loss of nearly a penny during the week and settled around $.2167/lb. Deferred contract months saw only fractional losses and the forward curve’s  
backwardation narrowed.       
                                                                          
The Energy complex was up across the board with Crude Oil and Nat Gas following a very similar upward trajectory throughout the week. The Crude 
Oil complex firmed on stronger demand expectations out of China, which outweighed a smaller-than-expected inventory build of 1.2 million bbls. Nat 
Gas also rose on better demand expectations due to moderate temperatures forecasted into next week. Apr WTI Crude Oil dropped to a low on Monday 
at $74.99/bbl, and then saw daily gains to post a high of $79.90/bbl on Friday. At the closing bell Apr WTI stood at $79.68/bbl, up $3.36/bbl on the 
week. In the shift to May, Brent also dropped to a low of $81.40/bbl on Monday but rebounded $4.60/bbl to a high of $86.00/bbl by Friday, May Brent 
finished the week at $85.83/bbl, up $3.01/bbl. Apr Nat Gas hit a floor to start the week at $2.55/bbl and rallied from there, reaching a Friday high of 
$3.03/bbl before settling at $3.01/bbl for a weekly gain of just over 45 cents, up about 18%. NGL prices also followed direction from energy with Ethane 
up roughly 2.5 cents at $.257/gal ($.108/lb) and Propane up 9 cents at $.905/gal ($.256/lb). 

Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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Supply Chain Table 2023 Change Feb Change End of Feb End of Jan Start of Year 2022 Change Start of Year 2021 Change Start of Year 

Spot Gain Mixed 2/28/2023 1/31/2023 1/1/2023 Mixed 1/1/2022 Mixed 1/1/2021 

HDPE Film                   $/LB 0.110 0.050 0.630 0.580 0.520 -0.210 0.730 0.180 0.550 

HDPE Blow                 $/LB 0.050 0.020 0.620 0.600 0.570 -0.200 0.770 0.190 0.580 

HDPE Inject                $/LB 0.050 0.020 0.610 0.590 0.560 -0.200 0.760 0.180 0.580 

LLDPE Film                  $/LB 0.100 0.020 0.650 0.630 0.550 -0.230 0.780 0.230 0.550 

LDPE Film                   $/LB -0.020 0.020 0.590 0.570 0.610 -0.220 0.830 0.150 0.680 

LDPE Inject                 $/LB 0.040 0.020 0.700 0.680 0.660 -0.210 0.870 0.240 0.630 

LLDPE Inject               $/LB 0.040 0.020 0.660 0.640 0.620 -0.210 0.830 0.160 0.670 

HoPP Inject                 $/LB 0.120 0.040 0.680 0.640 0.560 -0.340 0.900 0.130 0.770 

CoPP Inject                 $/LB 0.120 0.040 0.730 0.690 0.610 -0.370 0.980 0.150 0.830 

Ethylene                      $/LB 0.028 0.010 0.221 0.211 0.193 -0.128 0.321 -0.016 0.338 

Propylene (PGP)        $/LB 0.268 0.165 0.590 0.425 0.323 -0.166 0.489 -0.066 0.555 

Crude WTI                 $/BBL -3.210 -1.820 77.050 78.870 80.260 5.050 75.210 26.690 48.520 

Crude Brent              $/BBL -2.460 -2.010 83.450 85.460 85.910 8.130 77.780 25.980 51.800 

Ethane                      $/GAL -0.071 -0.020 0.234 0.255 0.305 -0.031 0.336 0.125 0.211 

Propane                   $/GAL 0.065 -0.051 0.845 0.896 0.780 -0.257 1.037 0.436 0.601 

Natural Gas          $/MBTU -1.357 0.063 2.747 2.684 4.104 0.374 3.730 1.191 2.539 
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